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   14th Nov is celebrated all over India every year  
as Children’s Day. It is in the loving memory of  
Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of 
our country that children’s day is celebrated.  
Children called him ‘Chacha Nehru’. He was a dear 
friend to all the children and loved them a lot.  
The term ‘Chacha’ symbolises traits of affection, 
love and concern. It is said that if anything Nehru 
liked the most in his life, it was the time he spent 
with little children. Therefore, as a tribute to 
this lover, we celebrate his birth day as children’s 
day.   
On this day, we give utmost emphasis to all mat-

ters which concern the little ones in our country. This day also teaches us 
several important values. The day calls for the need to protect our little 
ones and save them from all the negative forces of the modern civilisation. 
 Today children are exposed to many socially unethical ways and  
practices. The advancement in technology has in one way exposed our     
children to various materials which are grave to their young minds and 
hearts. Apart from these, the children are even today used for labour. The 
little ones are made to slog for a living. All this is happening right in front 
of our eyes. Sexual crimes against our children are increasing day by day.     
Therefore, it is time we all join hands and stop all the atrocities against our 
little ones and protect them to build a stronger India where they can live in 
peace.   
Children are assets and hope of our nation.. The future of our nation is in 
their hands. Therefore, it is required that on this special day, the 
“Children’s day” we should specially invite our children’s attention to the 
fact of living a truthful, simple and yet power packed life. We should  
educate them about how they can circum the evils that are prevailing in our 
society and win them over and come out with flying colours.   
We adults should also understand that our children need to be protected 
and anything and everything harming them should be dealt with iron hands. 
On this day, may we all unite together and along with our children, fight all 
the crimes against the little ones and showcase our intolerance to any evil 
or bad against our children.  
 Let us all make 14th November a day which can be filled with joy and  
happiness and let our children realise our true intention and love for them. 
Such a celebration with all the above message spread will also sow the seeds 
of understanding and confidence in the young minds of all our children and 
pave a path of more confident and positive tomorrow for them. 
                    Jai Hind 
       REKHA P 
       Pre-primary coordinator 
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          Children learn through play. Providing hands-on 

activities in all of the interest learning centers with a 

theme in mind will draw them in to play and learn. 

This natural interest in transportation is something 

they experience in their lives brings life to the theme. 

I'm driving in my car,  
I'm driving in my car, 
Beep! beep! toot! 
toot! I'm driving in 
my car. 

‘Engine Engine Number 9, 
when it is ready it will shine’  .         
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CARTEL OF CHRONICLER FROM              
   ACROSS ORCHIDS 

  WOW…  

What a day it was. Teachers and parents 

were left bamboozled to say the least by 

the story telling of tiny tots. An amazing 

day of pluck and charm, toddlers weaving 

the magical web of imagination and art of 

storytelling with a fantastic backdrop of 

sleeping beauty castle.  

     Sundeep Malani - Noted writer,   

actor and Director at Malani Talkies, 

Mrs.Anupama Karanth and Mrs. Uma 

Santhosh, proud parents of Orchids was 

our distinguished guest, for the day. They 

enjoyed the impeccable narration of stories 

by the children of all the branches of   

Orchids. 
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PRIZE K1 K2 

1ST MADHAV VERNA- Jalahalli SINCHANA KIRAN- Nagarbhavi 

2ND MANITH- Nagarbhavi KHUSHI.B- Nagarbhavi 

3RD ANTON- Mysore road JAI ABHINAV-Sarjapur 

WINNERS OF STORY TELLING COMPETITION 

CARTEL OF CHRONICLER FROM              
   ACROSS ORCHIDS 
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A DAY OUT FOR K2 CHILDREN TO EXPLORE 

“TELL ME I’LL FORGET 
SHOW ME I MAY REMEMBER 
INVOLVE ME AND I LEARN” 

 
 BENJAMIN FRANKILIN 

LEARNING IS DEEPER WHEN IT IS FUN. IT BECOMES INVOLUNTARY TOO, 
WHEN CHILDREN OBSERVE EXTREMELY USEFUL INFORMATION BY  
ENGAGING VARIOUS SENSES THROUGH AN  OUTING WHICH IS INTERACTIVE 
AND FUN. AS A CULMINATION TO THE THEME “PLANTS AND TREES” ,  
K2 CHILDREN VISITED NURSERY. 
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“ The power of giving is greater than the joy of receiving”  

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY— “JOY OF GIVING” 

Our tiny tots of   

grade 1 performed a small lovely skit 

on “JOY OF GIVING” in the special    

assembly of Orchids and shared the 

quality of giving and helping other 

with love, care, affection and the    

immense joy of giving was highlighted.  
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Children of grade 1 and 2 of Orchids, Nagarbhavi had been on 

a trip to Grameen camp, where they enjoyed the beauty of 

nature and the village atmosphere and learnt few village 

activities. 
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  It was a joy and pleasure 

on the occasion of kannada Rajyotsava  

where the Orchidians of  Nagarbhavi  of 

all grades represented Karnataka’s rich 

diversity. To begin with  there was flag 

hoisting by the chief guests Ms Shobha 

Venkatesh and Ms Savita Kulkarni . They 

spoke of the free rendering of our mother 

tongue and covetousness of  Orchidians 

towards our state and our very own       

enamoured language- Kannada though a 

school of international status. The parents 

had sumptuous Karnataka specialities 

from the stalls put up by teachers in the 

Orchids premises. The day 5th of            

November, 2016 was the day that we take 

a few moments to laud the efforts of all 

the parents who participated in the       

vachana singing, pick and speak and quiz 

on the language Kannada. 
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“Nurturing our kids hearts 
and souls as well as their 

minds and their bodies is ed-
ucating  the whole child". 

 
 Teachers had a lovely 
and interactive session on 
classroom management on . 
It was a good start with 
very useful tips and facts 
on what kind of behavior 
and attitude to be followed. 
Being assertive was the 
main point of the session. 
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It was magnificent assembly on 14th of 
November to mark the occasion of    
children’s day. The teachers pulled up 
their socks to make everything special 
for the children on their day. The news 
was briefed in the three languages. 
There was quiz time for grades 1 and  2 
by Ms Chaya. Ms Bhavana sailed the 
grades 3 to 8 with ad captions. The song 
“Happy Children’s Day” by Ms Roopa 
and group and the solo dance by         
Ms Lalitha was a lavish entertainment 
for  the children. The last but not the 
least dance troop for the song “All is 
Well” instilled the young cavernous 
minds with elixir of happiness and joy. 
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Patrol leaders training camp was held at 

Dr. Annie Beasant park, Doddaballapura 

from 11th to 15th November, 2016. There 

were nearly 800 cubs, Bulbuls, Scouts 

and guides. The scouts and guides of 

OISN played a prominent role in that 

mega camp. Common flag ceremony,   

selection of patrol leaders on daily     

routine, learning knots, lashings,      

singing, dancing as a part of killing the 

boredom and keeping the class active, 

hiking, games, camp fire, measuring, 

learning, leadership skills, cleanliness of 

the surroundings and BP 6 exercise were 

few highlights of the camp. 
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Scouting and Guiding can be an asset  to 
every boy and girl. The Scouts and guides 
of OISN who bid adieu to the enchanting 
camp place and were ultimately back to 
one’s own abode and cherished their     
exhilaration of the supposedly exquisite 
place which was truly ever lasting. They 
were given badges and certificates by our 
very beloved principal Ms Manjula who 
wished them all to make this world a little 
better than they found it. 
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GRADE   I PRIZE II PRIZE III PRIZE 

I Nathania Arun Sohan S Advaith P B 

II Aishwarya R Vsrsha Gowda Shrijan S Tanmay 

III Rani Pradeetha S Aisiri Yogendra Nathalie Arun 

IV Dhyan M Poorva S Allen Peter 

V Spandana M K Kunjal P Ananya P Sogali 

VI Bhavana G S Pranathi Athreya Pravalika  

VII Rajath V Siri Gowri H M Adithya Dharane  

VIII Nishchay  Adarsh K Sathvik 
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The activities enhances 

the pupils memory 

skills and the grade I 

proved their potential. 
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Come November & December 
months, it is always the time to 
test the competence of  
Orchidians in the “Interschool 
Spell Bee and Oympiad”  
exams. OISN is privileged with 
the rare distinction of having 
the best participants who gave 
healthy competition to expect 
a booty of medals certificates 
applauses, appraises,           
accolades and appreciation to 
stand ahead of other schools.  
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 I A— Navya  
 I B— Syed Aiza 
 I C—Sanyam Jain 
 I D—Yuvan M 
 I E—Shanmukha Priya K 
 I F—Harshial Raj 
 I G—Diya S. 
 I H—Suchitra G 
 II A—Aishwarya R 
 II B—Rishi M. Gowda 
 II C—Piyush G. Prasad 
 II D—Anvitha P. Nandan 
 II E—Misha C. Mohan 
 III A—Yuktha Raj 
 III B—Kushal S 
 III C—Nihal Jayanth Raj 
 

 IV A—Lavina Dheemanth 
 IV B—Shradha G 
 V A—Disha Krishna 
 V B—Mithun Chakravarty 
 VI A—Raksha K 
 VI B—P. P Sathvik 
 VII A—Siri Gowri H M  
 VIII A— Harshitha, Vivek 
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